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There's an expression in rowing that "A good big 'un is better than a
good little 'un". However, fresh from treating the Oxford Mens
Lightweight Fours, I'm not sure that Monica was ready for the
equivalent of half the heavyweight boat resting upon her delicate
shoulders. Let me rewind though. Monica usually works out of her newly-openedBletchingdon clinic, but on Thursday mornings, consults at The UniversityClub. So it was that I entered the treatment room cautiously, my best rowingdays (some less kind might say my worst) far behind me. Monica is used to treating a wide variety of people though, and soon put meat ease as we chatted through my ailment (a sprained calf), what caused it(over-heavy unit), and the usual medical 'pre-flight' checklist. Havingascertained that I was comfortable about being 'manipulated' should it benecessary (it wasn’t), we set about doing some gait analysis, to check myposture."You have some of the best arches I've ever seen." Ha! I mean, I knew I wasarchitecturally sound, but this was great - I was practically beaming fromear to ear at this compliment. Unfortunately, the rest of my structure wasfound to be crumbling at the edges, and after some flexing, some pulling,and a fair amount of deep groundwork, my hip flexors were found to be tootight. This was preventing me from pushing off from the ground properly. Iwas tempted to comment that I had never in my life been photographedwith both feet off the ground, but I thought it best to let the illusion lie. I will expand upon the 'pulling' and 'pushing' though, to do justice to thecomprehensive technical commentary Monica provided throughout. Forexample, what I thought was just my knee being flexed, was actually'flossing', which is a specialized form of manipulation, encouraging thenerves to slide more easily through their own encasing or injured muscletissue.Monica ended the session showing me some specific exercises for myinjured calf, which went far beyond my hackneyed old routines. I'd neverheard of the 'prone scorpion' before, but I'm fairly sure that I could neverexecute it as expertly as the ex-gymnast in front of me. Nice to see it doneproperly though.So, with a warm glow running up my legs, I bade Monica a fond farewelluntil the next time, thankful that this was one tale lacking a sting.
www.monicafranke.com
www.frankeosteopathy.tumblr.com
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Treatment areas available: Osteopathy - Massage
Sports Injury Clinic - Pilates - Acupuncture - Nutrition
Chiropody Hypnotherapy - Personal Training.

Appointment Times: Mon 11am-6pm, Tue 10am-7pm,
Wed 9.30am-7pm, Thu 9.30am-6pm, Fri 8am-6.30pm,
Sat 9am-6pm, Sun 8am-6pm.
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✓ Comprehensive pre-treatment check

✓ Relaxed manner

✓ Hands of steel

✓ Techniques explained during treatment

✓ Muscle problems pin-pointed

✓ Stretching exercises from an ex-gymnast!


